What is Surface Science™?
Surface Science™ is a Total Automotive Surface Protection Process that’s unlike any other. Our patented “PPS” protection process chemically fuses an environmental shield that is virtually impossible to penetrate. PPS Technology® continues to be the industry leader in the automotive, marine, and aviation markets. And, It is the only U.S. patented process that has met U.S. military requirements, which are the highest standards in the world!

How does it work?
Our patented two-step process will remove any harmful elements (clean) from the exterior of a vehicle and will leave a POSITIVE charge on the finish. NEGATIVELY charged PPS resins are then applied to the vehicle, which chemically fuses an environmental shield to protect the exterior of a vehicle.

Similar to how a magnet works, the POSITIVE and NEGATIVE ions attract to form a unique chemical bond to the factory finish that creates an environmental shield that is virtually impossible to penetrate.

What does it cover?
The coverage outshines the industry standard providing coverage on interior and exterior surfaces, including rips, tears, burns, sand abrasion, paint overspray, die transfers, pet stains and much more!

How much does it cost?
There are two pricing options! A “Stand Alone” pricing option where the product (chemical) is paid for up front and an “All-Inclusive” pricing option where the cost of the chemical is included in the dealer cost, with no up front costs to the dealer.